FILM LOCATIONS IN SMALL, SMART AND SIGNIFICANT EUROPEAN TOWNS

This project is funded by
the European Union

Every country will select films shoot
in two of their regions and create a
vocational network to facilitate and
organize the experience, activities
and practices of the municipalities
that has been film locations.

Spain, France, UK, Belgium and
Italy are involved in the FilmSet
project.

THE PROJECT
The Film-Set project focuses on the appeal of a tourism product inspired by
movies that lived on in the memory on the local population as well as in the
memory of the audience. The aim of this project is to promote a thematic tourist
route which the combination of film story and filming locations. The emotional
link that we human beings establish with our surroundings and recreate
through our imagination is the starting point to produce an intense experience
that allows visitors to integrate themselves into the local place that welcomes
them. In this kind of tourism, visitors discover the lived places they watched in
films trying to revive those movie historical, cultural and social experiences

ACTIVITIES
The project will be implemented in 3 phases :
1. To select the main “FILM-SET” locations all along Europe based on three
main criteria, first the responsible and sustainable Tourism paradigm, second,
the real historic and cultural value of the locations from film industry and
culture heritage and third, the unique experience that could emerge visiting
those places.
2. To create a vocational network of FILM-SET locations, professionalizing and
internationalizing the vocational network
3. To design an interactive website and “ios” and “android” applications
through a geolocation system creating different attractive resources for the
route such as: -Film works with the highest potential and the settings that may
be associated to them. -Anecdotes and stories related to shooting movies. Describing lives of directors, actress and actors. -Mapping of film resources
and other didactic materials that might be available for visitors.

PROJECT’S MEETINGS
The kick off meeting
was held in the city
of Brussels, on the
5th and 6th
November 2015.
Next partner
meeting is expected
to be in London, in
May 2016.

